
INDIAN SCHOOL MUSCAT – SENIOR SECTION – DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS 
 

QUESTION BANK – MATHEMATICS – CLASS 9 ( 2019 – 20 ) 
 

S.NO MCQ(1 Mark Each) 

 Choose and write the correct option in the following questions:- 

1 
If x is a positive real number and x2 = 2 ,then x3 is equal to  

(a)  𝟐                     (b)    2 𝟐                        (c)     𝟑 𝟐                            (d) 4 

2 
If x + 

𝟏

𝒙
 = 5 ,then x

2
 + 

𝟏

𝐱𝟐  is equal to  

(a) 25                  (b) 10                    (c) 23(d) 27 

3 
One angle is equal to three times its supplement .The measure of the angle is  
(a) 135°                  (b)  130°                   (c) 120°(d)90° 

4 
If one angle of a triangle is equal to sum of the other two angles, then the triangle is  
(a) an isosceles triangle     (b) an obtuse triangle  (c)an equilateral triangle  (d) a right triangle 

5 
The abscissa of any point on y-axis is  
(a) 0                  (b)1                     (c) -1(d)2 

6 
The length of each side of an equilateral triangle of area 4 𝟑 cm2 is  

(a)   4 cm                (b)  
𝟒

 𝟑
cm                (c) 

 𝟑

𝟒
   cm(d) 2 cm 

7 
If an angle of a parallelogram is two-third of its adjacent angle, then the smallest angle of the 
parallelogram is  
(a) 72°                  (b)  108°                   (c)  36°(d)54° 

8 
Medians of∆ABC intersect at G.If ar(∆ABC) = 27 cm

2,then ar(∆BGC)  is  

(a)6cm2                   (b)9cm2                     (c) 18cm2(d)12cm2 

9 
An equilateral triangle ABC is inscribed in a circle with centre ‘o’.The measure of BOC is 
(a) 90°                  (b) 30°                    (c)60°(d)45° 

10 
A cone and a hemisphere have equal bases and equal volumes, then the ratio of their heights is  

(a) 2:1                  (b) 1:1                    (c) 3:1(d) 𝟐 : 1 

 Solve the following questions(1 Mark Each) 

11 Write the 
𝒑

𝒒 
 form of 7.𝟐  ,where p and q are integers and q≠0  

12 Find two rational numbers between 
𝟏

𝟕
  and   

𝟑

𝟕
 

13 Write a monomial of degree 50 
14 Find the value of k if x – 2 is factor of 4x3 + 3x2 – 4x + k 

15 Find the value of (-12)3+ (7)3+ (5)3 
16 Factorise x2+ y – xy – x 

17 If A, B and C are three points on a line and B is between A and C, then prove that. 
AC- BC = AB 

18 The exterior angle of a triangle is 110°and one of the interior opposite angles is 35°. Find the other 
two angles of the triangle. 

19 In the given figure POR and QOR from a linear pair if a – b = 80°. Find the value of ‘a’ and ‘b’. 



 
20 If 1 = 2, 3 = 4 and 2 = 4, what is the relation between 1 and 3?Give 

reasons for youranswer. 
21 An angle is greater than 45°. Is its complementary angle greater than 45° or equal to 

45° or less than45°? 

22 ABCD is a rhombus such that ACB = 400. Then  find ADB  

23 The area of rhombus is 120 cm2and one of its diagonals is 12 cm.Find the length of the other diagonal. 

24 Given in triangle ABC, BE is the median of ∆ABC and ar (∆ABE) = 20 cm2, then find ar (∆ABC). 

25 The length of a chord of circle of radius 10 cm is 12 cm. Determine the distance of the chord from the 
centre. 

26 A chord of a circle is equal to the radius of the circle. Find the angle subtended by the 
chord at a point on the minorarc. 

27 The curved surface area of a cylinder of height 14 cm is 88 cm2. Find the diameter of its 
circular base . 

28 Two cubes each of edge 12 cm are joined. Find the surface area of new cuboid formed. 

29 The class mark of a class is 10 and its class size is 6.Find the lower limit of the class interval. 

30 A coin is tossed 1000 times with the given frequencies: Head: 455, Tail: 545 Compute the 
probability for getting head. 

 SA I –SHORT ANSWER TYPE QUESTIONS (2 Marks Each) 

31 A bag contains 3 red balls and 5 black balls. A ball is drawn at random from the bag. What is 
the probability that the ball drawn is (i) red? (ii) notred? 

32 Write all possible outcomeswhen 
(a) two coins aretossed. 

(b) one die isrolled. 
33 If the mean of 2x + 3, 3x + 4, x + 7, x – 3, 4x – 7 is 14. Find the value ofx. 

34 The marks secured by 15 students are 70, 55, 95, 62, 82, 65, 60, 68, 75, 58, 64, 85, 80, 90, 51. 
Find the median marks. 

35 Find the amount of water displaced by a solid spherical ball of diameter 4.2 cm, when it is 
completely immersed inwater. 

36 Find the curved surface area of a right circular cone whose slant height is 10 cm and base 
radius is 7cm. 

37 What is the total surface area of a hemisphere of base radius7cm? 

38 The dimensions of a prayer Hall are 20m x 15m x 8m.  Find the cost of painting its walls at 
Rs. 10 perm2. 

39 The perimeter of an isosceles triangle is 32 cm. The ratio of the equal side to its base 
is 3: 2. Find the area of thetriangle. 

40 Find the area of a triangle two sides of which are 18cm and 10cm and the perimeter is42cm. 
41 Find the area of a right triangle in which the sides containing the right angle measure 20 cm and 15cm. 

42 Draw an equilateral triangle whose altitude is 6cm. 



43 
A chord of a circle is equal to its radius. Find the angle subtended by this chord at a point in 
majorsegment. 

44 In the below figure, if OAB = 400, then findACB 

 
 

45 If arcs AXB and CYD of a circle are congruent, find the ratio of AB andCD. 

46 In the given figure, if OA = 5 cm, AB = 8 cm and OD is perpendicular to AB, then findCD. 

 

 
47 Prove that a median of a triangle divides it into two equalparts. 

48 In fig. ABCD is a trapezium in which AB || CD. Prove that area of AOD = area ofBOC. 

 
49 Given ar (∆ABC) = 32cm2, AD is median of ∆ABC, and BE is median of ∆ABD. IF BO is the median of ∆ABE, 

then find ar (∆BOE). 
50 If the diagonals of a parallelogram are equal, then show that it is a rectangle. 

51 One angle of a quadrilateral is of 108° and the remaining three angles are equal. Find each of the three 
equalangles. 

52 Angles of a quadrilateral are in the ratio 3: 4: 4: 7. Find all the angles of thequadrilateral. 

53 In the given figure, ABCD and AEFG are two parallelograms.       If C = 550,   determineF. 

 
54 Diagonals of a quadrilateral ABCD bisect each other. If A = 350, determineB. 

55 In a triangle ABC, if 2A = 3B = 6C, then find the measure of B. 

56 In a triangle ABC, if A + B = 650 and B + C = 1400, then find the measure of A. 



57 A triangle ABC is right angled at A. L is a point on BC such that AL  BC. Prove that BAL=ACB. 

58 Show that in a right angled triangle, the hypotenuse is the longestside. 

59 In quadrilateral ACBD, AC = AD and AB bisects A (see the Fig.). Show that                            

 ABCABD. What can you say about BC andBD? 

 
 

60 Lines l || m, p || q; Find a, b, c,d 

 

 
61 Construct a triangle if its perimeter is 10.4 cm and two base angles are 45° and120°. 

62 In the figure AB = AC and AP = AQ. Can you say that BP = CQ? Which axioms are you using for this? 

 
63 If AB = 4 cm, CD = 8cm and PQ = 2 times AB. Are CD and PQ equal? Which axiom is used for provingthis? 
64 Give the geometric representations of2x+ 9 = 0 as an equation (i) in one variable (ii) in twovariables. 

 

65 If the point (3, 4) lies on the graph of the equation 3y = ax + 7, find the value ofa. 
 

66 Find the solution of the linear equation x + 2y = 8 which represents a point on  
(i) x-axis (ii) y- axis 

67 Determine the point on the graph of the equation 2x + 5y = 20 whose x-coordinate is  
𝟓

𝟐
  times its 

ordinate. 

68 Plot the points P (1, 0), Q (4, 0) and S (1, 3). Find the coordinates of the point R such that PQRS is 
asquare. 

69 Plot the point P (– 6, 2) and from it draw PM and PN as perpendiculars to x- axis and y-axis, 
respectively. Write the coordinates of the points M andN. 

70 Draw the line passing through (2, 3) and (3, 2). Find the coordinates of the points at which this line 
meets the x-axis andy-axis. 

71 If x + 2a is a factor of x5 – 4a2x3 + 2x + 2a + 3, finda. 

72 Show that p – 1 is a factor of p10 – 1 and also of p11 –1. 



73 Factorise 6x2 + 17x +5 

74 Factorize 9x
2
+ 6x + 1 –25y

2 

75 Visualize the representation of 5.3𝟕 using successive magnification. 

76  Show that 0.23535353……. can be expressed in the form of
𝑷

𝒒
 , where p and qare integers and q ≠0. 

77 Represent thereal number  𝟕on the numberline. 

78 
Simplify   

 𝟑𝟐+ 𝟒𝟖

 𝟖+ 𝟏𝟐
 

 SA II –SHORT ANSWER TYPE QUESTIONS (3 Marks Each) 

79 
Simplify by rationalizing the denominator :  

𝟒+ 𝟓

𝟒− 𝟓
 +

𝟒− 𝟓

𝟒+ 𝟓
 

80 If x = 4 − 𝟏𝟓 ,find (i) 𝒙𝟐 +
𝟏

𝐱𝟐  (ii) 𝐱𝟒 +
𝟏

𝐱𝟒
 

81 Find the value of a and b ,if 
𝟓− 𝟔

𝟓+ 𝟔
   = a − b 𝟔 

82 

Simplify (i) 𝟓  𝟖
𝟏

𝟑 + 𝟐𝟕
𝟏

𝟑 
𝟑

 

𝟏

𝟒

  (ii)  𝟒𝟓 -3 𝟐𝟎 +4 𝟓 

83 If polynomialsax3+ 3x2 – 3 and 2x3 – 5x + a leaves the same remainder when each is divided by x – 4, 
find the value ofa. 

84 
If both x – 2 and x −  

𝟏

𝟐
are factors of px2 + 5x + r, show that p = r. 

85 Without actual division, prove that 2x4 – 5x3 + 2x2 – x + 2 is divisible by x2 – 3x +2. 

86 
If a, b, c are all non-zero and a + b + c = 0, provethat 

𝐚𝟐

𝐛𝐜
+

𝐛𝟐

𝐜𝐚
+

𝐜𝟐

𝐚𝐛
= 3 

 

87 Without actually calculating, find the value of (25)3 – (75)3 +(50)3 

88 Factorise : x3 – 6x2 + 11x –6  
89 Factorise : 8x3 + y3 + 27z3 –18xyz 

90 Without finding the cubes, factorise (2x – 5y)3+ (5y – 3z)3 + (3z –2x)3 

91 The coordinates of the three vertices of a rectangle ABCD are A (3, 2), B (–4, 2), C (–4, 5). Plot 
these points and write the coordinates ofD. 

92 Plot the following points on a graphpaper: 

x 1 2 3 4 5 

y 5 8 11 14 17 

Join these points. What do you observe? 
93 In which quadrant or on which axis do each of the points (– 2, 4), (3, – 1), (– 1, 0), (1, 2) and (– 3, – 5) 

lie? Verify your answer by locating them on the Cartesian plane. 

94 Plot the following points on a graph sheet. Verify if they lie on a line 
(a) A(4, 0), B(4, 2), C(4, 6), D(4,2.5) 

(b) P(1, 1), Q(2, 2), R(3, 3), S(4, 4) 

(c) K(2, 3), L(5, 3), M(5, 5), N(2, 5) 

95 Plot the points A (4, 4) and B (–4, 4) on a graph sheet. Join the lines OA, OB and BA. What 
figure do youobtain, where O is the origin? 

96 Draw the graph of the equation represented by the straight line which is parallel to the x-axis and is 4 
units aboveit. 

97 Draw the graphs of linear equations y = x and y = – x on the same Cartesian plane. What do you 
observe? 



98 Draw the graph of the linear equation whose solutions are represented by the points having the 
sum of the coordinates as 8units. 

99 Draw the graph of the linear equation 2x + 3y = 12. At what points, the graph of the equation cuts 
the x-axis and they-axis? 

100 Show that the points A (1, 2), B (– 1, – 16) and C (0, – 7) lie on the graph of the linearequation 
y = 9x – 7. 

101 
Prove that an equilateral triangle can be constructed on any given linesegment. 

102 If a point C is called a mid-point of line segment AB. Prove that every line segment has one and only one 
mid-point. 

103 Solve the equation x– 15 = 25 and state which axiom do you usehere? 

104 In the givenFigure, we have:AC = XD, C is the mid-point of AB and D is the mid- point of 
XY. Using Euclid’s axiom, show that AB =XY. 

  
 

105 Solve using appropriate Euclid’s axiom: It is given that x + y = 10 and that x = z. Show that  

z+y = 10? 
106 

In the given figure AC = BD ,prove that AB = CD          

107 In the below figure, if AB || CD, APQ = 50° and PRD = 127°, find x andy. 

 
108 In the given figure, if QT ⊥ PR, TQR = 40° and SPR = 30°, find x andy. 

 
 

109 In below figure, X = 62°, XYZ = 54°. If YO and ZO are the bisectors of XYZ and XZY 

respectively of triangle XYZ, find OZY andYOZ. 



 
 

110 Bisectors of angles B and C of a triangle ABC intersect each other at the point O (see figure). Prove that 

BOC = 90°+
𝟏

𝟐
A 

 
111 In given figure, ABC is a triangle in which AB = AC. If D be a point on BC produced, prove that 

AD >AC. 

 
112 If the bisector of vertical angle of a triangle bisects the base, prove that the triangle is isosceles. 

113 ABC is an isosceles triangle in which AB = AC. Side BA is produced to D such that AD = AB (see the 

figure). Show that BCD is a rightangle. 

 
 

114 BE and CF are two equal altitudes of a triangle ABC. Using RHS congruence rule, prove that the 
triangle ABC isisosceles. 

115 In the below Figure, PQ > PR and QS and RS are the bisectors of Q and R, respectively. Show that 
SQ >SR 



 
 

116 In a quadrilateral ABCD, AO and BO are the bisectors of A and B respectively .Prove that 

AOB=
𝟏

𝟐
(C+D) 

117 In the below figure, ABCD is a parallelogram and DAB = 600. If the bisector AP and BP of 
angles A and B respectively meetat P on CD. Prove that P is the midpoint ofCD. 

 
118 D, E and F are the mid-points of the sides BC, CA and AB, respectively of an equilateral triangle ABC. 

Show that DEF is also an equilateraltriangle. 

119 If the diagonals of a parallelogram are equal, then show that it is a rectangle. 

120 ABCD is a rhombus and P, Q, R and S are the mid-points of the sides AB, BC, CD and DA respectively. 
Show that the quadrilateral PQRS is a rectangle. 

121 Show that the line segments joining the mid-points of the opposite sides of a quadrilateral bisect 
eachother. 

122 In the fig. O is any point on the diagonal BD of the parallelogram ABCD. Provethat  
ar(∆OAB) =ar(∆OBC). 

 
 

123 Show that the diagonals of a parallelogram divide it into four triangles of equalarea. 

124 If E,F,G and H are respectively the mid-points of the sides of a parallelogramABCD, show that  

ar (EFGH) = 
𝟏

𝟐
 ar(ABCD) 

125 Diagonals AC and BD of a quadrilateral ABCD intersect each other at O such that ar (AOD) = ar (BOC). 
Prove that ABCD is atrapezium. 

126 Prove that the area of rhombus is equal to half the rectangle contained by itsdiagonals. 
127 In the below figure A, B and C are three points on a circle such that angles subtended by the chords AB 

and AC at the centre O are 800 and 1200respectively. DetermineBAC. 



 
128 In the below figure ABCD is a cyclic quadrilateral, O is the centre of the circle. If BOD = 1600, 

findBPD. 

 
129 If two circles intersect at two points, prove that their centres lie on the perpendicular bisector of the 

commonchord. 

130 Prove that the quadrilateral formed (if possible) by the internal angle bisectors of any quadrilateral 
iscyclic. 

131 Two circles intersect at two points B and C. Through B, two line segments ABD and PBQ are drawn to 

intersect the circles at A, D and P, Q respectively. Prove that ACP =QCD. 

 

132 Two chords AB and CD of lengths 5 cm and 11 cm respectively of a circle are parallel to each other and 
are on opposite sides of its centre. If the distance between AB and CD is 6 cm, find the radius of 
thecircle. 

133 Construct a triangle if its perimeter is 12.4 cm and two angles are 60° and120°. 

134 Construct a triangle PQR given that QR = 3cm, PQR = 45° and QP – PR = 2cm. 

135 Construct a triangle ABC in which BC = 6cm, B = 60° and the sum of other two sides is9cm. 



136 Construct a triangle PQR in which QR = 6cm, Q = 60° and PR – PQ =2cm. 

137 Find the area of quadrilateral ABCD in which AD = 24cm, BAD = 90° and B, C and D form an 

equilateral triangle of side26cm.(Use  𝟑 =1.73) 

138 The perimeter of a rhombus is 40cm. If one of its diagonalsis 16cm, find the area of therhombus. 

139 Find the area of a quadrilateral ABCD in which AB = 3 cm, BC = 4 cm, CD = 4 cm, DA = 5 cm and  
AC = 5cm. 

140 The perimeter of an isosceles triangle is 32 cm. The ratio of the equal side to its base is 3: 2. Find the 
area of thetriangle. 

141 Find the capacity in litres of a conical vessel whose diameter is 14 cm and slant height is 25cm. 

142 Harish has built a cubical water tank with lid for his house, with each outer edge 1.5 m long. He gets 
the outer surface of the tank excluding the base, covered with square tiles of side 25 cm. Find how 
much he would spend for the tiles, if the cost of the tiles is Rs 360 perdozen. 

143 A wall of length 10 m was to be built across an open ground. The height of the wall is 4 m and 
thickness of the wall is 24 cm. If this wall is to be built up with bricks whose dimensions are 24 cm × 12 
cm × 8 cm, how many bricks would berequired? 

144 The radius of a sphere is increased by 10%. Prove that the volume will be increased by 33.1% 
approximately. 

145 A cylindrical roller 2.5 m in length, 1.75 m in radius when rolled on a road was found tocover the area 
of 5500 m2. How many revolutions did itmake? 

146 A right triangle with sides 6 cm, 8 cm and 10 cm is revolved about the side 8 cm.  Find the volumeand 
the curved surface of the solid soformed. 

147 A hemispherical tank is made up of an iron sheet 1 cm thick. If the inner radius is 1 m, then find the 
volume of the iron used to make thetank. 

148 In a mathematics test given to 15 students, the following marks (out of 100) are recorded:  
41, 39, 48, 52, 46, 62, 54, 40, 96, 52, 98, 40, 42, 52,60 
Find the mean, median and mode of this data. 

149 The mean of 13 observations is 14. If the mean of the first 7 observations is 12 and that of last 7 
observation is 16, find the 7thobservation. 

150 The average monthly salary of 15 workers in a factory is Rs. 285. If the salary of the manager is 
included, the average becomes Rs. 355. What is the manager’s salary? 

151 If the mean of 2x + 3, 3x + 4, x + 7, x – 3, 4x – 7 is 14. Find the value ofx. 
 

152 The median of the following observations arranged in ascending order 8, 9, 12, 18, (x + 2), (x + 4), 30, 
31, 34, 39 is 24. Findx. 

153 Find the mean of the followingdistribution: 
x 15 25 35 45 55 65 

f 90 50 60 80 50 30 
 

154 Find the median of the following data: 33, 31, 48, 45, 41, 92, 78, 51, and 61. If 92 isreplaced by 29, what 
will be the newmedian? 

155 A die is thrown 1000 times with the frequencies for the outcomes 1, 2, 3, 4,  5 and 6 as given in the 
following table: 

Outcome 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Frequency 179 150 157 149 175 190 

Find the probability of getting (i) an odd number (ii) a prime number and(iii) a number greater than 4. 

156 A box contains 5 red marbles, 8 white marbles and 4 green marbles. One marble is taken out of 
theboxatrandom.Whatistheprobabilitythatthemarbletakenoutwillbe(i)red? (ii)white? (iii) not green? 



157 Bulbs are packed in cartons each containing 40 bulbs. Seven hundred cartons were examined for 
defective bulbs and the results are given in the followingtable: 

Number of defective bulbs 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 More than 6 

Frequency 400 180 48 41 18 8 3 2 

One carton was selected at random. What is the probability that it has 
(i) no defective bulb? 

(ii) defective bulbs from 2 to6? 
(iii) defective bulbs less than4? 

 

 LA-LONG ANSWER TYPE QUESTIONS (4 Marks Each) 

158 Over the past 200 working days, the number of defective parts produced by a machine is given in the 
followingtable: 

Number of defective 
parts 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

Days 50 32 22 18 12 12 10 10 10 8 6 6 2 2 

Determine the probability that tomorrow’s output will have 
(i)  no defectivepart 

(ii) at least one defectivepart 
(iii) not more than 5 defectiveparts 
(iv) more than 13 defectiveparts 
 

159 Two dice are thrown simultaneously 500 times. Each time the sum of two numbers appearing on their 
tops is noted and recorded as given in the followingtable: 

Sum 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Frequency 14 30 42 55 72 75 70 53 46 28 15 

If the dice are thrown once more, what is the probability of getting  
a sum (i) 3? (ii) more than 10? (iii) less than or equal to 5? (iv) between 8 and 12? 

160 A random survey of the number of children of various age groups playing in a park was found as 
follows: Draw a histogram to represent the datagiven. 
 
 
 

Age(in years) Number of children 

1 – 2 5 

2 – 3 3 

3 – 5 6 

5 – 7 12 

7 – 10 9 

10 – 15 10 

15 – 17 4 

 
 

161 The following table gives the life times of 400 neon lamps: (i) Represent the given information with the 
help of a histogram. (ii) How many lamps have a life time of more than 700hours? 

Life time (in hours) Number of lamps 

300 – 400 14 

400 – 500 56 



500 – 600 60 

600 – 700 86 

700 – 800 74 

800 – 900 62 

900 – 1000 48 
 

162 In a city, the weekly observations made in a study on the cost of living index are given below in the 
following table: Draw a frequency polygon for the data above (without constructing a histogram). 

Cost of living Index Number of weeks 

140-150 5 

150-160 10 

160-170 20 

170-180 9 

180-190 6 

190-200 2 

TOTAL 52 
 

163 100 surnames were randomly picked up from a local telephone directory and frequency distributions 
of the number of letters in the English alphabet in the surnames was found asfollows: 

Number of letters Number of surnames 

1 – 4 6 

4 – 6 30 

6 – 8 44 

8 – 12 16 

12 – 20 4 

(i)Draw a histogram to depict the giveninformation. 
(ii)Write the class interval in which the maximum number if surnameslie. 

164 A cylindrical tube opened at both the ends is made of iron sheet which is 2 cm thick. If the outer 
diameter is 16 cm and its length is 100 cm, find how many cubic centimeters of iron have been used in 
making the tube? 

165 30 circular plates, each of radius 14 cm and thickness 3cm are placed one above another to form a 
cylindrical solid. Find:(i) the total surface area (ii) volume of the cylinder soformed. 

166 A small village, having a population of 5000, requires 75 litres of water per head per day. The village has 
got an overhead tank of measurement 40 m × 25 m × 15 m. For how many days will the water of this 
tanklast? 

167 How many square metres of canvas is required for a conical tent whose height is 3.5 m and the radius 
of the base is 12m? 

168 A dome of a building is in the form of a hemisphere. From inside, it was white-washed at the cost of Rs 
498.96. If the cost of white-washing is Rs 2.00 per square metre, find the (i) inside surface area of the 
dome, (ii) volume of the air inside thedome. 

169 A river 3 m deep and 40 m wide is flowing at the rate of 2 km per hour. How much water will fall into 
the sea in aminute? 

170 What length of tarpaulin 3 m wide will be required to make conical tent of height 8 m andbase radius 6 
m? Assume that the extra length of material that will be required for stitching margins and wastage in 
cutting is approximately 20 cm (Use 𝝅 =3.14). 

171 A roller 150 cm long has a diameter of 70 cm. To level a playground it takes 750 complete revolutions. 
Determine the cost of leveling the playground at the rate of 75 paise perm2. 

172 
Simplify : 

𝟕 𝟑

 𝟏𝟎+ 𝟑
−

𝟐 𝟓

 𝟔+ 𝟓
−

𝟑 𝟐

 𝟏𝟓+𝟑 𝟐
 

173 (i) Simplify : 𝟖𝟏
𝟒

− 8 𝟐𝟏𝟔
𝟑

+15 𝟑𝟐
𝟓

+  𝟐𝟐𝟓 



(ii)Find the value of 
𝟒

 𝟐𝟏𝟔 
−𝟐
𝟑

+
𝟏

 𝟐𝟓𝟔 
−𝟑
𝟒

+
𝟐

 𝟐𝟒𝟑 
−𝟏
𝟓

 

174 (i) Find two rational numbers and two irrational numbers between 𝟐and 𝟑.  
(ii) Represent the real number  𝟏𝟑on the number line. 

175 
If x = 

𝟏

𝟐− 𝟑
, find the value ofx

3
-2x

2
-7x+5. 

176 (i) If  𝟐 = 1.414 and  𝟓 =2.236, find the value of 
 𝟏𝟎− 𝟓

𝟐 𝟐
  up to three places of decimals. 

(ii)Find three different irrational numbers between the rational numbers
𝟓

𝟕
 and 

𝟗

𝟏𝟏
 

177 The polynomial f(x) = x4– 2x3 +3x2 – ax + b when divided by (x – 1) and (x + 1) leaves the remainders 5 
and 19 respectively. Find the values of a and b. Hence, find the remainder when f(x) is divided by 
(x –2). 

178 If the polynomials 2x3+ax2 + 3x – 5 and x3+ x2– 2x + a leave the same remainder when divided by 
(x – 2), find the value of a. Also, find the remainder in eachcase. 

179 If a + b + c = 5 and ab + bc + ca = 10, then prove that a3 + b3 + c3 –3abc = –25. 
180 If x3+ ax2+ bx + 6 has (x – 2) as a factor and leaves a remainder 3 when divided by (x – 3), find the values 

of a andb. 

181 Factorise each of the following cubic expressions: 
(i)8x3 – y3– 12x2y +6xy2 
(ii) 27q3 – 125p3 – 135q2p + 225qp2 
 

182 Factorise each of the following cubic expressions: 

(i)8x3 + 729 + 108x2 + 486x (ii) 27x3−  
𝟏

𝟐𝟏𝟔 
 −  

𝟗

𝟐
x2+ 

𝟏

𝟒
x 

183 Factorise: (i) x3+ 216y3 + 8z3 –36xyz (ii) a3 – 64b3 – 27c3 –36abc 

184 Factorise : (i) 4x2 + 9y2 + 16z2 + 12xy – 24yz – 16x 
(ii) Give possible expressions for the length and breadth of the rectangle whose area is given by  

4a2 + 4a–3. 

185 (i)If x + y = 12 and xy = 27, find the value of x3 +y3. 
(ii)Without actually calculating the cubes, find the value of 483– 303 – 183. 

186 Without plotting the points indicate the quadrant in which they will lie,if 
(i)ordinate is 5 and abscissa is –3 

(ii)abscissa is – 5 and ordinate is –3 
(ii)abscissa is – 5 and ordinate is3 
(iii)ordinate is 5 and abscissa is3 

187 The Autorikshaw fare in a city is charged Rs 10 for the first kilometer and Rs 4 per kilometer for 
subsequent distance covered. Write the linear equation to express the above statement. Draw the 
graph of the linearequation. 

188 The following  values of x and y are thought to satisfy a linear equation, Write the linear equation. 

x 5 –5 

y –5 5 

Draw the graph, using the values of x, y as given in the above table. At what point the graph of the 
linear equation (i) cuts the x-axis. (ii) cuts the y-axis. 

189 Draw the graph of x + y = 7 and x – y = 2 on the samegraph. Also find their point of intersection. 

190 Solve the equation 2x + 1 = x – 3, and represent the solution(s)on 
(i) the numberline, 
(ii) the Cartesian plane. 

191 If the number of hours for which a labourer works is x and y are his wages (in rupees) and y=3x – 1, 



draw the graph of work – wages equation. From the graph, find the wages of the labourer if he works 
for 8 hours. 

192 In the adjoining figure, PQ and RS are two mirrors placed parallel to each other. An incident ray AB 
strikes the mirror PQ at B, the reflected ray moves along the path BC and strikes the mirror RS at C 
and again reflects back along CD. Prove that AB ||CD. 

 
 

193 In the figure given below, the side QR of ∆ PQR is produced to a point S. If the bisectors of 

PQR and PRS meet at point T, then prove that QTR=
𝟏

𝟐
QPR 

 
194 In the given figure, the sides AB and AC of a triangle ABC are produced to points E and D respectively. If 

bisectors BO and CO of CBE and BCD respectively meet at pointO,then prove that  

BOC = 90° −  
𝟏

𝟐 
BAC 

 
 

195 In the Figure given below , Q >R, PA is the bisector of QPR and PM⊥QR. Prove that  

APM  = 
𝟏

𝟐
 (Q −R) 

 
196 AB is a line-segment. P and Q are points on opposite sides of AB such that each of them is equidistant 



from the points A and B(see in the below figure). Show that the line PQ is the perpendicular bisector 
of AB. 

 
 

197 In right triangle ABC, right angled at C, M is the mid-point of hypotenuse AB. C is joined to M and 
produced to a point D such that DM = CM. Point D is joined to point B (see the figure given 

below)Showthat: (i) ∆AMC≅∆BMD (ii) DBC is arightangle       (iii) ∆DBC≅∆ACB(iv)CM = 
𝟏

𝟐
 AB 

 
198 Prove that sum of any two sides of a triangle is greater than twice the median with respect to the 

thirdside. 

199 In a right triangle, prove that the line-segment joining the mid-point of the hypotenuse to the opposite 
vertex is half the hypotenuse. 

200 
In the below figure, bisectors of B and D of quadrilateralABCD meets CD and AB, produced at P and 

Q respectively. Prove that P + Q =
𝟏

𝟐
 (𝐀𝐁𝐂 + 𝐀𝐃𝐂) 

 
201 In the below given figure, ABCD is a parallelogram and E is the midpoint ofside BC. DE and AB when 

produced meet at F. Prove that AF =2AB. 



 
 

202 In the below figure, X and Y are respectively the mid-points of the opposite sides AD and BC of a 
parallelogram ABCD. Also, BX and DY intersect AC at P and Q, respectively. Show that AP = PQ =QC. 

 
203 Show that the bisectors of angles of a parallelogram form a rectangle. 

204 Show that if the diagonals of a quadrilateral bisect each other at right angles, then it is a rhombus. 

205 In the adjoining figure, ABCD is a parallelogram in which P and Q are mid-points of opposite sides AB 
and CD. If AQ intersects DP at S and BQ intersects CP at R, showthat: 
(i)APCQ is a parallelogram. 
(ii)DPBQ is a parallelogram. 
(iii)PSQR is a parallelogram 

 
206 ABCD is a rectangle and P, Q, R and S are mid-points of the sides AB, BC, CD and DA respectively. Show 

that the quadrilateral PQRS is arhombus. 

207 Construct a triangle ABC, in which B = 60°, C = 45° and AB + BC + CA = 11cm 

208 Show that the quadrilateral formed by joining  the mid-points of the consecutive sides of a square is 
also asquare. 

209 Prove that the line segment joining the mid-points of the diagonals of a trapezium is parallel to each of 
the parallel sides and is equal to half the difference of these sides. 

210 In fig. ABCD is a parallelogram and BC is produced to a point Q such that AD = CQ. If AQ intersects DC 
at P, show that ar(∆BPC) =ar(∆DPQ) 



 
 

211 If a triangle and a parallelogram are on the same base and between the same parallels, then prove that 
the area of the triangle is equal to half the area of theparallelogram. 

212 In ∆ABC, D is the mid-point of AB and P is any point on BC. If CQ || PD meets AB in Q, then prove that 

ar (∆BPQ) = 
𝟏

𝟐
 ar(∆ABC) 

 
213 ABCD is a square. E and F are respectively the midpoints of BC and CD. If R is the mid-point of EF, prove 

that ar (AER) = ar(AFR) 

 
 

214 ABCD is a parallelogram in which BC is produced to E such that CE = BC. AE intersects C Dat 
F. If ar (DFB) = 3 cm2, find the area of the parallelogram ABCD. 

 
 



215 If two equal chords of a circle intersect within the circle, prove that the segments of one chord are 
equal to corresponding segments of the otherchord. 

216 In the below figure, AB is a diameter of the circle, CD is a chord equal to the radius of the circle. AC 

and BD when extended intersect at a point E. Prove that AEB = 60° 

 
217 Prove that the quadrilateral formed (if possible) by the internal angle bisectors of any quadrilateral 

iscyclic. 

218 If the non-parallel sides of a trapezium are equal, prove that it is cyclic. 

219 On a common hypotenuse AB, two right triangles ACB and ADB are situated on opposite sides. Prove 

that BAC =BDC. 

220 (i)In the below figure, ADC = 130° and chord BC = chord BE. Find CBE. 

 
(ii) In the below figure, AOB is a diameter of the circle and C, D, E are any three points on 

the semi- circle. Find the value of ACD + BED. 

 
221 A field is in the shape of a trapezium whose parallel sides are 25 m and 10 m. The non-parallel sides are 

14 m and 13 m. Find the area of thefield. 

222 The sides of a triangular field are 41 m, 40 m and 9 m. Find the number of rose beds that can be 
prepared in the field, if each rose bed, on an average needs 900 cm2space. 

223 The triangular side walls of a flyover have been used for advertisements. The sides of the walls are  
13 m, 14 m and 15 m. The advertisements yield an earning of Rs 2000 per m2a year. A company hired 
one of its walls for 18 months. How much rent did itpay? 

224 The sides of a quadrilateral ABCD are 6 cm, 8 cm, 12 cm and 14 cm (taken in order) respectively, and 
the angle between the first two sides is a right angle. Find 



its area. 

225 A rhombus shaped sheet with perimeter  40cm and one diagonal 12cm, is painted on both sides at the 
rate of Rs 5 per m2. Find the cost ofpainting. 

 


